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I n t r o d u c t i o n :  

GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! We are welcoming all 
present from the OTHER WORLD very cordially. ”Where two or three are assembled in my NAME there I’ll 
be right in the middle of them,” these CHRISTIAN WORDS shall guide all our meetings. We will do this 
work in HIS NAME so that it will serve everybody. Only HE is able to send authorized TEACHERS so that 
we can receive the TRUTH. We ask CHRIST to bless all present here with HIS spiritual PROTECTION so 
that we won't be a plaything for the antagonist of GOD. We know that we have to make the greatest contri-
bution ourselves. – Our destination is to grow through spiritual TEACHING, then to be able to distribute the 
TRUTH there where it can fall on fertile ground. We are asking for GUIDANCE so that our mission on Earth 
will be justified. We cannot reach this destination under our own steam, without spiritual HELP. We thank 
all HELPERS from the OTHER WORLD who support us in this. In this sense we are hoping for a blessed 
and enlightening evening. 

 
Words from WHITE EAGLE: 

 

We come to help you so that you can realise the unity with the infinite POWER of LOVE. LOVE 

performs miracles. Pure LOVE can fulfil all of your life’s necessities. You have gotten accus-

tomed to thoughts of pain, illness and inconveniences. For as long as you keep thinking about it, 

they will not disappear. But as soon as you elevate in spirit and harmonise with GOD and 

CHRIST, you will feel a magic HEALING POWER flowing in. 

Welcoming all present and the beginning of the questioning. 

 

EUPHENIUS: GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD and PEACE ACROSS ALL FRON-

TIERS! 
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  May your thoughts be as pure as the WORD of GOD. This new theme is for every 

one of you an important theme helping you to recognise just what POWER 

thoughts have and how almighty IMPULSES are and how they affect other people, 

including every one of you. May your thoughts be free of negative influences. 

 

  Thoughts are a partial aspect of the free will GOD in HIS GENEROSITY has given 

you. Free will represents a component of your decision making process, just how 

you apply this power of thought and how you use it is up to ypu. May this theme be 

for all of us a theme from which every soul here and also other souls will receive 

new INSIGHTS. 

  

  We are pleased to see so much joy in your hearts and so much willingness to learn, 

even thou you can’t see your TEACHER, but this might become possible one day. 

Please continue and also practice your patience as you have in the past. We will al-

so fulfil our part, you can be sure of that. Your thoughts ought to be laced with pu-

rity and clarity, as the CREATOR intended them to be. Thoughts are like a river 

that should contain all positive ENERGIES. Begin your meetings with LOVE in 

this sense and organise your thought process. We are looking forward to answering 

your questions.  

 

Question : To begin with a question that is not directly connected with our theme: The neurol-

ogist Peter Brugger from the University of Zurich alleges in the latest edition of the 

science journal “New Scientist” that ghosts are a product of disturbances of the 

brain. According to his opinion ghosts are akin to so-called phantom pains - a feel-

ing that an amputated body part is still present. He writes: “Ghosts are probably no 

more and no less a phantom of the body”. If people had a feeling that a Doppel-

gänger was present in the room, without actually seeing it, it could be explained by 

a damaged parietal-lobe of the brain. To see one’s own body from outside is also 

not a spiritual experience: This is caused by an over activity of certain regions of 

the brain. We would appreciate your opinion on this.  

 

EUPHENIUS: This soul is completely wrong. What this person describes cannot be called that. 

 

 The fact is that you have the experience and knowledge that the physical body 

is surrounded by various BODIES of VIBRATION, which are based on ethereal 

LEVELS. 

 

This particular soul has no insight into whatever the ethereal WORLD has to offer. 

This person is manipulated by his ego and his exaggerated ambition. He tries to 

veil his dogmatic reasoning through his position of power as a scientist and a doc-

tor. He hides behind the divine faith he disassociates and represents as false belief. 

This soul has lost access to itself and also to GOD. He tries to deceive and mis-

guide other human souls through his own false belief. But this soul will learn that 

there is more than just what his senses perceive. 

 

Question : A layman of science will probably accept this opinion and forget that nothing in 

this world has been wrong as often as the sciences. It would be interesting to hear 

which “brain sector” Herr Brugger allocates the unknown VOICES on the TAPES 

that turn up in our taped protocols to answer your questions? 
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EUPHENIUS: He will find a pattern of explanation also here to explain it to the outside world. He 

will always juggle with medical jargon and freely invented utterances and vehe-

mently reject all of this so that he doesn’t have to acknowledge the spiritual phe-

nomenon as a real substance of one’s existence here on Earth. 

 

Question : For as long as spiritual phenomenon leave room for physical explanations the sci-

ences will not run short of explanations. Couldn’t the spiritual side instigate some-

thing that wouldn’t allow any other explanation but would lead to the acceptance of 

a SUPERIOR WORLD? 

 

EUPHENIUS: These people receive nourishment from the dark SIDE and it is difficult to lead 

them into the LIGHT. The LIGHT theme entails a large area and it makes it very 

hard for us to reach and to inspire such folks, such souls, such warped people. But 

these people will also learn to deal with the reason of their existence. 

 

Comment : Professor doctor Eckhart Wiesenhütter, a former leading head physician of the 

Bodelschwingschen Institution in Bethel, professor of psychiatry and neurology at 

the University of Tübingen and of clinical psychology at the University of Salz-

burg, described in his book “Blick nach drüben. Selbsterfahrung im Sterben” his 

near death experience during a heart attack. There is a world of difference be-

tween one’s own experience and theory! 

 

EUPHENIUS: People primarily learn through experience and by what they witness. People that 

have had experiences in this field are accessible to supernatural perceptions and 

begin a journey to find out more and to explore just what is hidden behind this 

WALL. These people become inquisitive and they start to learn more about them-

selves and delve into their own personality. 

 

 Especially doctors that gain the ability to experience this on a medical level 

begin to think about it and they look into the matter to see where these abilities 

and these experiences come from. They will not simply dismiss it as some irreg-

ular VIBRATIONS within the organ of the brain, but they begin to find and to 

explore their true capacity.   

 

Comment : It represents quite an annoyance to read these absurd statements made by scientists, 

especially if you’re in a position to receive the TRUTH from the other side week 

after week. We thank you for your answers. 

 

EUPHENIUS: This soul will also have its experiences, be they on the one or the other SIDE. The 

negative WORLD also has the ability to make itself noticed. People can also gain 

experiences with it, but these are not really desirable for the soul. 

 

Participant : Herr Brugger will also not be able to elude physical death and that might be last 

chance for a forced initiation to take place. 

 
  (TB: You expressed yourself very well!) 

 
EUPHENIUS: He will be guided home to the spiritual REGIONS, which will give him the oppor-

tunity to learn and it will open his eyes. Exactly the way the Church has spread its 

false doctrines for centuries and will have to bear the consequences, he will also 

become aware that he will also have to bear the consequences for his false doc-
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trines. The payoff for the things he has caused mankind through his words and his 

actions. - This ought to be tested and regulated by every single living soul here on 

Earth. These thoughts will also add to the result of how you will journey on your 

way. 

 

Question : The soul is supposed to awaken with superlative spiritual powers after crossing 

over? How are we to understand this? 

 

EUPHENIUS: What was meant was that after crossing over, the full effects that played out on 

Earth are replayed to the soul. You have no recollection of previous existences here 

on Earth or what awaits you in the spiritual realm. You can only empathize with 

your heart on an emotional level, with a longing for peace, for LIGHT and LOVE. 

After crossing over to the spiritual realm, you will be able to receive these ENER-

GIES on a fully conscious level. Your thoughts are the mirror image of your soul. 

 

Question : This brings us back to our new theme: What does actually happen if one focuses 

negative thoughts on a particular person? 

 

LUKAS : The result of this can be that that person might have to leave his or her body. This 

has happened. But thank God this suggestive POWER is very rare. The negative 

world of thought on your Earth is very strong, because you support and feed this 

with the POWER of your thoughts. The LORD doesn’t do this; you do, because 

you are on an equal level of vibration to these ENTITIES. It therefore can happen 

that negative people are supported by negative SPIRITUAL ENTITIES.    

 

  But the permanently negative - as mentioned before - is seldom, thank God. Human 

beings are subject to intense mood swings most of the time, sometimes aggressive 

and then again affectionate. You recognised your slip-up, but it can’t be undone be-

cause the ENERGY FIELD of your THOUGHTS, which is normally neutral, has 

registered this information. 

 

 The substance of this ENERGY FIELD, which permeates the whole cosmos, 

springs from the CREATOR. 

 

Question : If this ENERGY FIELD is neutral, as you tell us, and if we can change this FIELD 

with our thoughts, we are probably responsible for it. Where does this separation of 

the positive and the negative actually come from, from the brain or from the mind? 

 

LUKAS : Needless to say that you are responsible for it! To explain it with a simple exam-

ple: Imagine a large, very large body of water and you are hovering over it. The 

surface of the water is level and calm, that is to say, completely neutral. If you drop 

a stone into it, waves are created that spread out in all directions and these waves 

eventually reach far distant shores. 

  The SUPPORT FIELD I was talking about is also at rest. Only through various 

VIBRATIONS created by the consciousness of people throughout the cosmos will 

this FIELD be stimulated, respectively changed, either positively or negatively. But 

the fact remains that the Earth, because of its extraordinary aggressiveness and 

negativity, is surrounded by a special SHIELD that prevents the rest of the universe 

from being contaminated and safeguards other creatures in unknown worlds from 

being affected by it. 
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 The effect of this FORM of ENERGY doesn’t diminish with distance, but grows 

stronger, completely contrary to your physical energy. 

 

Every one of your thoughts, whether positive or negative, will bump into the neu-

tral SUPPORT FIELD and will make it oscillate for an infinitely long time. Noth-

ing is ever lost! 

 

 Every living thing has its own individual thought frequency. Only once the 

CREATOR forgives the sin of misusing HIS ENERGY, in the shape of a CAN-

CELLATION, will the SUPPORT FIELD be released from parts of your 

thought vibrations. You will then lose all memory about it! 1 

 
(TB: That’s why: Thank goodness!)  

 

Question : Can you tell us in an abbreviated form what thoughts actually are? 

 

LUKAS : You influence with your consciousness an already present SUPPORT MEDIUM, an 

“ether”, as your physicists are want to call it. Consciousness influences a neutral 

SUBSTANCE, creating a VIBRATION, to stick to our example of water, a 

WAVE. 

 

 THOUGHT WAVES have an extremely great effect at a distance. This is the on-

ly way remote healing can be explained, respectively that it is even possible. - 

With the help of the brain, which also acts as a receiver, your consciousness 

bumps into the SUPPORT FIELD. This spreads a FLOW of ENERGY. 

 

Your consciousness can be compared with a stone that falls into water and creates 

waves. Unfortunately you lack the appropriate words to explain this accurately. 

 

Question : Thoughts are therefore VIBRATIONS produced by the brain from the subcon-

scious? 

 

LUKAS : By the conscious, not by the subconscious, it only represents a word fabricated by 

your psychologists. 

 

Question : Are thoughts autonomous from matter and also from time and space? 

 

EUPHENIUS: That’s the way it is.  

 

Question : Sound and light have their inherent speeds. How does this apply to thoughts? 

 

v 

EUPHENIUS: Thoughts can be measured and they exist. The thoughts of a dying person in prayer 

before his or her demise enormously heighten the THOUGHT SOURCES. They 

are sometimes visible to the human eye. Negative thoughts are of a lower QUALI-

TY of VIBRATION and are therefore decelerated. They possess a different ethere-

ality.  

 

Question : In regards to thoughts, is there a limitation to their range? 

 
1 A logical explanation for the forgiving of sins. 
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EUPHENIUS: The thoughts of the people on Earth are collected around the Earth and do not leave 

the planetary sphere. We find this kind of thought containment only here on Earth, 

because we have to neutralise these negative ENERGIES. 

 

Comment : If there is a SCREEN placed around the Earth, there must be an enormous jam of 

THOUGHT ENERGY happening. 

 

LUKAS : We try to help wherever possible. Just consider this: Your radio and television 

senders also produce enormous frequency energies and they don’t collide. If you 

could see the Earth’s vibrations you would observe something akin to an air bea-

con. Some of the energy forms arising from them circle the Earth and in time, that 

is to say with increasing distance travelled, they become weaker. 

 

 It is exactly the opposite with streams of thoughts: They increase in strength the 

further they travel. 

 

Question : There are people that worry about everything. Is something like that pathological? 

 

LUKAS : No. If someone on Earth doesn’t think anymore, then he’s dead. Only by constantly 

training your thoughts and by applying thought-hygiene will it be possible for you 

to recognise the next time the thoughts you shouldn’t think, respectively the 

thoughts you should neutralise through positive thoughts. 

 

 Therefore request that your thoughts that damage the Earth and life in general 

are neutralised. If you don’t request this, nothing will happen. 

 

Question : There are supposed to be people around that have made their body ill by thinking 

too much.  

 

LUKAS : These people must have negative, constrained thoughts. Many people get caught up 

in their own world of thoughts and exercise not control whatsoever - and that is 

their problem. The THOUGHT ETHER does what he likes with them, when it ac-

tually should be the other way. 

 

Question : Assuming one wants to influence a negative person through one’s own positive 

thoughts, this person would surely have to change towards the positive. Would 

such a change be long-term? 

 

LUKAS : In a physical world thoughts influence the thoughts of the people they’re directed at 

and also their surroundings, because they enter the existing ENERGY of the EN-

ERGY CLOUD that surrounds the world. The positive influence has a positive ef-

fect, but it depends very heavily on the mental character of the person concerned 

and whether he or she will adopt these positive influences. Many negatively in-

clined people discard these thoughts the way one shed one’s clothes. It only repre-

sents a temporary flare-up of the positive. One can never tell beforehand. But one 

can always recognise a thought-structure with people, depending whether the posi-

tive or the negative dominates. But consider this: 

 

 You have no right to influence another person with your thoughts! What you 

might consider to be a positive thing for someone might be regarded as some-
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thing completely different by the person concerned and he or she might feel 

manipulated. It all depends on everybody recognising in their own good time 

what they have to work on, only then will the character change to the better. 

 

Question : Are thoughts also active during the sleeping phase? 

 

LUKAS : Your consciousness and therefore your thoughts are always active. Only the physi-

cal body is in need of a regenerative phase, not your soul.  

 

Question : Are dreams influenced by thoughts? 

 

LUKAS : Yes, naturally, thoughts develop also from the subconscious, from situations you 

experienced during the day that haven’t been resolved. Everything else you dream 

doesn’t enter your daytime consciousness, otherwise you couldn’t live here any-

more. 

 

Question : It sometimes happens that one dreams about something one was thinking of just 

before going to sleep. Do thoughts control dreams? 

 

LUKAS : Yes, these are things from the subconscious, unconscious images that emerge. The 

subconscious doesn’t represent an individual personality! Thoughts that haven’t 

been resolved are released by the subconscious. They will come to the surface if the 

right conditions prevail. 

 

Question : It is said that “thoughts can move mountains”. What does this mean? 

 

LUKAS : It includes all the things I have already touched upon. Assuming that you manage 

to concentrate your THOUGHT COSMOS virtually exclusively on GOD and HIS 

HIERARCHY, you’ll find that miracles, like the ones you’re familiar with from the 

bible, can happen. But you still live too much in your physical world for this to 

take place. But there are people who live in both worlds and that is exactly what 

one ought to strive for. CHRIST has shown you this perfectly. 

 

Question : Can one actually kill a person with one’s thoughts?  

 

LUKAS : This is also possible - and unfortunately is has happened. There are black magic 

practices that can accomplish this. 

 

Questions : Can thoughts continue to exist within the body? 

 

LUKAS : Thoughts can remain with you if they concern you. This activity is known as psy-

chosomatics, with all its terrible excesses. But unfortunately too little is known 

about it. 

 

Question : There are situations when two out of ten people utter the same thought simultane-

ously. What is the connection here? 

 

LUKAS : It has happened that inventions occurred at various places on Earth nearly simulta-

neously. That’s easy to explain: There is a THOUGHT FIELD surrounding the 

Earth and it transmits certain thoughts created on the other side of the world to 

someone that is also dealing with the same problem. It is akin to your radio recep-
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tion: the sender is situated at one end of the world and the receiver at the other end. 

Thoughts are also received, either someone resonates or it happens telepathically, 

the latter represents a deliberate concentration of one’s thoughts on another person. 

 

Question : Can one change one’s fate or one’s karma with thoughts? 

 

LUKAS : Oh, yes! It is our priority here to direct your thoughts and your reasoning in the 

right direction, through this psychic work. And as all of you are openly revealing 

your learning process, others learn also. That’s the way it ought to be. 

 

Question : Are there opportunities to control and change one’s own thoughts? 

 
  (TB: One can do it.) 

 

LUKAS : Yes, one can, you must think more deliberate and not so casually. You must prac-

tice thought hygiene and exercise control over your thoughts. Bad thoughts can be 

deactivated right from the start. This will take place soon enough if you recognise it 

in time. 

 

Participant : Please explain it in more detail. 

 

LUKAS : Well, if you harbour thoughts that are not serving GOD or the community of all 

people and if you recognise in time that these thoughts are directed against GOD, 

you should switch off and immediately switch over to other thoughts. Think of 

something edifying and beautiful from nature or draw three deep breaths and think: 

GOD help me to think and do the right thing. Ask yourself:  How would CHRIST 

have decided? If you do this you can’t go wrong and this actually makes you prac-

tice the thought hygiene you were asking for. 

 

Question : What effect has this accumulated THOUGHT FIELD on the Earth? 

 

LUKAS : Very bad indeed! Earth is not the dead piece of rock one takes it for. You even have 

the power to influence the weather with your thoughts. Remember the so-called 

rain-makers of native tribes. Even if the scientists of Earth shake their heads in dis-

believe, it truly works. - Your world of thought is either edifying or demonically 

destructive for the Earth. The planet fends itself against this. And who can blame 

it? Catastrophes are the result of this and they are actually generated by you. It is 

unfortunate that you know too little about this. 

 

Question : How can one change the weather with the power of thought? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The American Indians and natives tribes in general, if they have maintained the 

connection with nature SPIRITS through special abilities, can mentally contact 

NATURE SPIRITS so that ENERGETIC changes can be carried out.  

 

Question : Would this also be possible for a civilised European? 

 

EUPHENIUS: No, you have lost the ability to make contact with NATURE SPIRITS. This isn’t 

possible anymore here. Technology isn’t everything!  This is the wrong direction in 

regards to spiritual GROWTH. Harmonising with nature and recognising that Earth 
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represents a living entity that is the first step that will open oneself to these new 

STREAMS of ENERGY. 

 

Question : Can one feel the negative thoughts of other people? 

 

LUKAS : Yes, that is also possible. An inexplicable feeling of queasiness for instance can be 

the effect according to the intensity of the sender’s thoughts. But there is PRO-

TECTION! But unfortunately this protection is regarded to be of little importance. 

We are talking about a CLOAK of LIGHT one ought to wrap oneself in. We are al-

so talking about the PRAYERS of LIGHT from the “SHIELD of LIGHT” protocol 

you have unfortunately forgotten about. People tend to forget very quickly and this 

also applies to you. Remember my words! They are of great importance for every-

body: Apply the things you learn from us!  

 

Question : We learned that thoughts are not created, but that an existing ENERGY FIELD is 

modified by the human consciousness. What else can you tell us about this? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The fact is that thoughts also represent a part from where the subconscious transfers 

information from. As I mentioned at the beginning, thoughts represent a partial as-

pect of your free will, allowing you to ENERGETICALLY send positive and also 

negative VIBRATIONS, whereby manifestations can be changed or even dis-

solved. The subconscious is a part of the consciousness and there we find these 

substantial ENERGETIC thought forms. 

 

Question : Is there also a higher consciousness? 

 

EUPHENIUS: There is a higher consciousness and it is controlled by your rationale. But unfortu-

nately the higher consciousness is not as pronounced with you so this function can 

be perceived as is was meant to be. 

 

Question : Are there any technical possibilities here on Earth to manipulate the thoughts of 

man across a great distance? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Your sciences have not yet recognised the signals that allow thoughts to be ma-

nipulated across a great distance and to make them measurable and visible. 

 

Question : Is it possible to purposefully control people through the power of thought? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This doesn’t work with thoughts, but through your subconscious, representing the 

store of all the knowledge you have not dealt with in regards to experiences and 

abilities. Remember that music is played in your supermarkets with subliminal 

messages you can’t hear, but your subconscious is bombarded with what ought to 

be bought and how much money should be spend at this store. These voices can’t 

be heard by you, but they are still able to give your subconscious signals and inspi-

ration, in effect “manipulating” you to help the store increase its business volume. 

 

Question : Is something like that also possible through television? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Experiments were started, but they didn’t achieve the desired envisaged results. 

The power of politics also plays a part in this. The fact is that the DIVINE SIDE 

managed to prevent this up to now. 
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Question : Is there actually such a possibility or has our present day technology bolted the 

door for mankind? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The negative try over again to bypass divine OBJECTIVES enabling them to pre-

sent their negative power sources to everybody. It is at this point in time not feasi-

ble for somebody to manipulate somebody else with their thoughts, because divine 

LAWS prevent this. 

 

Question : To what extend are we exposed to black magic practices here on Earth? 

 

EUPHENIUS: These practices exist; your asylums are full of them. 

 

Question : Only asylums? - What’s the situation like with certain politicians?  

 

EUPHENIUS: They represent negative influences that presently bear no outward signs of any 

change of character. These souls feel quite voluntarily drawn towards the dark 

machinations. The worst that can befall a human soul is a change in personality, 

whereby one’s own free thoughts and free will cannot maintain authority. 

 

Question : How can one distinguish between one’s own thoughts and inspired thoughts? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It is very difficult to distinguish between them, because thoughts and inspirations - 

especially inspirations - are perceived as one’s own thoughts. This can only be ac-

complished through a high degree of sensibility in regards to the DIVINE SIDE 

and through the co-operation with higher ENTITIES. Inspirations from the divine 

SIDE are always positive. Your own thoughts are to some extent also negative. 

 

 Not everybody is predestined to differentiate between thoughts. 

 

When you consider just how often and variably you are mentally engaged, thou-

sands and more times every day, it is very hard to distinguish between external in-

spirations, EXTERNAL THOUGHTS and one’s own thoughts. 

 

Question : Just how can one heighten one’s own sensibility so that one can make the distinc-

tion? 

 

EUPHENIUS: By consciously encouraging contact between your side and higher SPIRITUAL 

ENTITIES within a positive framework. Through this contact, established on a 

mental basis with us SPIRITUAL ENTITIES, you receive IMPULSES and AN-

SWERS. These ANSWERS are in the form of inspirations and you will develop a 

flair for this, enabling you to tell the difference between your own thoughts and in-

spiration. 

 

Question : Just how much is man in charge of his own thoughts, if he’s constantly inspired? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Inspiration is triggered by your side after an INNER DIALOGUE. We will be able 

to reach you inspirationally through your request and your plea for help. Your 

GUARDIAN ANGELS have an additional opportunity to give you HINTS when 

danger looms. You can also distinguish here between your own thoughts or exter-

nal inspirational thought by divine ENTITIES. 
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Question : In spite of all the advances in regards to the functions of the brain, an explanation 

of just how the brain and thoughts are connected is nowhere in sight. What can you 

tell us about this? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The brain is a separate component of your physical body. Thoughts represent a 

component of your free will and are not created by some organ, they cannot be 

made visible through brain waves at this time. The spirit is detached from thought. 

The spirit has to recognise its assignment from other functions. They are not con-

nected or coupled together. The brain plays no part in either one of them. The brain 

contains the centres your physical body needs to speak, to walk and to accomplish 

other functions of physical activity. You have only managed to utilise a part of your 

brain. You would be surprised if you could perceive your brain in its full capacity. 

The extend of the capabilities the CREATOR has given you are so great and so 

numerous that you just can’t grasp them. 

 

Objection : During the last meeting2 you told us that thoughts could be measured. How do these 

statements match? 

 

EUPHENIUS: We would like to tell you in regards to this that your thought waves can’t be seen 

with your eyes, but can be made visible through instruments. Energies can be 

measured and can therefore be made visible to your eyes. You have presently no 

opportunity the perceive thought waves with your eyes. It is not the thought waves 

that you can presently measure, only the vibrations they emanate as energetic force 

fields. Brain waves represent different energetic streams. Thoughts represent a part 

of your soul’s potential, comparable to a chain that is secured to the soul. Thoughts 

are FIELDS of VIBRATIONS that dock with the cosmic energetic IMPULSE. 

 

Comment : If thought waves can be captured by instruments, couldn’t these instruments also 

register your thoughts and in effect give us irrefutable proof of the existence of a 

spiritual WORLD. 

 

EUPHENIUS: This isn’t possible at this point in time, because your technology, based on your 

mental capacity, is not advanced enough. Thoughts are measurable for us as enti-

ties, they are measurable for the SANTINER and they are measurable for the AN-

GELS, which are here for you.  

 

Question : Assuming that the blocked areas of man’s brain were accessible, what would hap-

pen? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Man would have control over abilities like:  Clairvoyance, clairaudience and he 

would have a “telephone connection” - in inverted commas - to the SPIRITUAL 

WORLD. The SANTINER already possess this ability and dispose over those areas 

of the brain that are still blocked in your case. 

 

Question : Are thoughts free and independent of one’s intelligence? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Intelligence, as you call it, has nothing to do with thoughts. Intelligence represents 

a valuation range for you and it only covers what you - in inverted commas - de-

 
2 See page 5 of this protocol. 
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note a “highly developed man”. A handicapped person’s thoughts are freer and 

purer than many a “highly developed man‘s”! 

 

Question : Let’s assume that somebody has found a shrewd solution to a problem. Just how 

can one determine whether the solution originated from his or her own intelligence 

or from inspiration? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is an excellent question. Two different levels converge here.  

 

 A conversion of inspiration cannot take place without intelligence. 

 

Question : Are thoughts and consciousness man’s privilege? 

 

EUPHENIUS: These two areas are exclusively found within the human body and constitute a part 

of a human being. Animals don’t possess these abilities. Animals have a soul and 

are endowed with instincts, telling them whether there is or isn’t an incursion of 

danger from their environment. Animals don’t possess storages within INFOR-

MATION COLLECTORS of past lives, of which they could become consciously 

aware of trough inspiration and GUIDANCE. 

 

Question : How can thoughts and consciousness be found “within the human body“? The hu-

man body is purely physical! 

 

EUPHENIUS: We would like to elaborate on that. It represents only partial information. We 

would like to emphasise that this anchoring is attached to the psychic, physical and 

emotional body also. They represent sections, aspects that are affiliated with the 

soul. We were talking about mental body parts and envelopes. 

 

Question : What’s the situation like with people that live in the wilderness? One often recog-

nises an instinctive behaviour there also when danger looms.  

 

EUPHENIUS: These energetic AREAS have transferred to these people due to their close connec-

tion with nature. Native tribes can perceive their environment differently than other 

people, because of their special abilities. They have a feeling for the things that are 

not right. These native tribes possess an extra “DRAWER” within their brain. 

 

Question : In regards to the 10 - 15% of the brain’s resources civilised man is presently utilis-

ing? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is very hard to express in percentages. The fact is that native tribes process 

their contact with their environment differently and they are able to perceive other, 

more ethereal ENERGIES. 

 

Question : How does the process of remembering work? 

   

EUPHENIUS: This can enter one’s consciousness from various levels. Memory can be perceived 

through daydreams, conscious dreams or by recognising something that looks fa-

miliar -, inspired by the senses you’re endowed with. It is quite often a feeling of 

something that’s happened or something overheard that opens a door to your sub-

conscious. 
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  Memory is deposited in your subconscious, in a section of this subconscious that is 

the source of information for all of one’s experiences. You have to imagine that the 

subconscious works like a DATABANK. It is programmed with information from 

the dominion of your soul. This DATABANK is encoded with all the positive and 

all the negative, all your capabilities, with the discernment of your fate and your 

past lives. The soul is presented with this information after passing over to the spir-

itual realm. 

 

  Thoughts are continuously active and they’re everywhere. Ask that your thoughts 

may be pure and positive, not just for yourself, but also for your Earth and for your 

fellow man. Through your thoughts - reflect on this for a moment - you are also 

connected with us and bear in mind that we also receive negative thoughts. If a lot 

of these thoughts of yours were actually expressed, a lot of hurt and annoyance, 

rage and anger would surface. Children express their thoughts. They don’t keep 

their thoughts to themselves. They allow their thoughts to flow freely and adults 

find it sometimes quite unpleasant to be confronted by them.  

 

 Practice to control and to monitor your thoughts! 

 Recognise that thoughts are linked to feelings and accept the fact that you often 

revert back to old patterns of behaviour. 

 Test and learn to respect the divine LAWS and to accept them. 

 

We hope that you’ll be successful in combining your free will and your thoughts to 

such a degree that you can encounter other people free of any value judgement and 

without negative ENERGIES. 

 

Participant : Yes, we also hope for the same result. 

 

Question : Can thoughts waves be amplified, for instance when healing at a distance? 

 

LUKAS : These kinds of thoughts are not your own anymore. When healing, you offer your 

services as a CHANNEL, so that considerably more powerful thought energies can 

flow through you. With your free will, you give permission and only then can posi-

tive thought energies flow. 

 

Question : How do your thoughts in the spiritual realm develop? 

 

LUKAS : Exactly the same as yours. We are not so very different after all, merely the tempo-

rary envelop of your physical body is different. The way our thoughts work is iden-

tical. 

 

 You are spiritual entities within a carnal body, here to advance your education 

and to facilitate training. This is always forgotten. 

 

Comment : The engine remains, only the chassis is lost due to death.  

 

LUKAS : Yes, this was a good example. Above anything else, is was spontaneous. The mind 

didn’t get in the way. 

 

Question : Must man abide by the divine LAWS first before he or she can keep his or her 

thoughts under control? 
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LUKAS : Controlling one’s thoughts and abiding by divine LAWS goes hand in hand. You 

cannot abide by these LAWS if you think negatively. This would have to make 

sense. It is a close interaction. 

 

Question : Does one not automatically achieve a HIGHER level of consciousness, if one can 

maintain positive and pure thoughts? 

 

LUKAS : That’s how it is. You will then exist on the WAVELENGTH of HIGHER SPIR-

ITUAL ENTITIES, which will then or because of it, gain the opportunity to work 

with you. If you are willing. 

  

Question : Have thoughts an effect on the human aura? 

 

LUKAS : Yes, absolutely. If you could see the aura of certain people you would receive a 

shock. A close connection between divine LAWS and positive thoughts can also be 

observed here. 

 

 Your aura makes it impossible for you to hide anything from us.  

 

Question : Is there a connection between the emotional body and the soul? 

 

LUKAS : Yes, naturally.  You have to imagine this to be interlaced, similar to the layers of an 

onion. These bodies are intertwined with one another on a VIBRATORY LEVEL. 

This is difficult to explain. The transitional stages flow into each other and are not 

sharply defined.  

 

 Over 90% of all your illnesses have a mental source, caused by the way you 

think and by the way you allow yourselves to be influenced. People allow them-

selves to be manipulated without using FORCE to defend themselves. 

 

Question : According to this, many illnesses could be healed through positive though energy? 

 
 (TB: Naturally.) 

 

LUKAS :  Yes. Your political economy could be restored to health within a short period of 

time, if you would finally realise just how important thoughts really are. But this 

development wouldn’t be appreciated by many a doctor and the health industry in 

general. 

 

Comment : This would explain why native tribes don’t know many of the diseases of our civi-

lised existence. 

 

LUKAS : Yes, you are right. One is even looking into this. But will one learn from it? Will 

one act on it? - It doesn’t happen; all they do is show surprise about the rising cost 

of the health system. 

  

Question : What are the major points of difference between the thoughts of native tribes and 

those of European? 
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LUKAS : You are blinded by your action, because you’re focussed on power, money and 

possessions and this without regards to yourself and to others. All of you set your 

demands too high and this makes you ill. Do you believe that an African native liv-

ing in the bush left alone is unhappier than you? - He is not unhappier. On the con-

trary! It is exactly the same in other countries of the Earth where industrialisation 

has not progressed as far. - Are millionaires happier than you? Ask them and if they 

are truthful, they will answer this in the negative. In spite of this, everybody would 

like to be a millionaire and works and works until they collapse. What for? 

 

 Your soul needs other things than just money. 

 

But as we said before, man is blinded and forgets very quickly. Even if someone 

has just recovered from a severe illness, he tends to carry on in a similar fashion 

until the next illness strikes. Is this normal behaviour? 

 

Question : Why are we confronted to such a degree by industrialisation and not incarnated as 

members of a native tribe, is it designed so that we can gain a higher level of con-

sciousness? 

 

LUKAS : My dear friend, all of you assembled here wanted to do something at this time and 

in this country, so that changes can take place. You already lived amongst native 

tribes! Some of you were incarnated amongst American Indians. Some of your in-

terests originate from this, as a reflection from the past. 

 

Question : You told us that thoughts are connected to emotions. How are we to understand 

this? 

 

LUKAS : Anger produces negative thoughts, which can intensify and lead to murder. LOVE 

creates positive thoughts, which can intensify and lead to an act of creation. Any 

other questions? 

 

Question : Where do feelings of fear fit into the picture? 

 

LUKAS : Fears are somewhere in between. Negative thoughts almost always trigger certain 

feelings, but you should already be aware of this. 

 

Question : Can thoughts become visible to psychic people? 

 

LUKAS : No and then again yes. If you talk about the aura it can certain become visible to 

clairvoyant people and this as a secondary effect. But the THOUGHT FIELD itself 

is invisible to you. 

 

Question : How does the thought process go off? 

 

LUKAS : We talked about it in the past, respectively, I explained it to you. But I’m happy to 

repeat it. I wrote that your consciousness bumps into an ENERGY FIELD at rest, 

that is to say, starts it oscillating. But as this ENERGY FIELD emanates from 

GOD, the thoughts oscillations put in motion by your consciousness have an infi-

nite range. It all depends how one prefers to look at it. 
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 Thoughts are not really created, because without this divine FIELD thoughts 

couldn’t spread.   

 

Question : Just how powerful is the power of thought of someone during an incarnation on 

Earth compared to the power of thought of a spiritual entity in the spiritual realm? 

 

EUPHENIUS: In regards to their FORCE, those thoughts are equal, but positive thoughts do pre-

dominate in the spiritual realm. But this depends again on the various spheres the 

souls find themselves in. These ENTITIES are naturally faced with the confronta-

tion of negative thoughts in the spiritual realm also, especially if they’re engaged in 

working off their karma and in putting their soul to the test. Mental capacities exist 

in the mundane world and the spiritual world. 

 

Question : We’re told that it is possible to affect a change of location in the spiritual realm 

with one’s power of thought. Such an employment of thoughts cannot be compared 

with earthly circumstances and can therefore not be of equal quality. How do you 

see this? 

 

EUPHENIUS: These are positive thoughts and positive prerequisites for exceptional ENERGY 

FORCES. This varies, depending on the sphere you find yourself in. It takes a lot 

of patience and contention by the soul in the LAND of MIST, to direct positive 

thoughts at the divine LIGHT. You don’t possess a physical body once you’re in 

the spiritual realm. You only consist of ENERGY VIBRATIONS, which you can 

mobilise through the power of thought. You can’t mentally change from one sphere 

to another, you can only move about within your sphere. 

 

  The power of thought gains a different quality. The POWER of these thoughts is 

the same, but the power of thought changes in the spiritual realm. The comprehen-

siveness of the thoughts on Earth is on equal footing with those in the spiritual 

realm. If you are mentally congruent with what is necessary to mobilise the power 

of thought, you will also be able to move matter. You have to imagine it to be like a 

CONNECTION that is “congested”. You can’t employ your power of thought the 

way it is possible under normal circumstances. 

 

Question : The Brazilian medium Carlos Mirabelli was supposed to have been able to displace 

himself to other places. Is this due to pure power of thought?3 

 

LUKAS : Amongst other things. A strong will and the ability to be totally focused on a goal 

are necessary here. Put all of this together and enormous thought energies are re-

leased, something actually only available in the spiritual realm and not in the phys-

ical world. This is the reason why there are only a few people that can control this. 

 

Question : What would happen if everybody could fully employ his or her power of thought? 

 

EUPHENIUS: We would have the greatest negative chaos one could ever imagine. Only by con-

trolling one’s thoughts is thought hygiene possible. 

 

 Earth represents a practise arena, so that you can utilise your thoughts in a di-

vine SENSE later on, the way the CREATOR intended it.    

 
3 Zeitung für Parapsychologie {Journal for parapsychology, Issue 1927, Page 450 – 462. The materialisations alwayd took place by daylight or by 

bright artifical light. Sometimes there were up to 60 witnesses present, members of the top notch scientific and social circles of Brazil. 
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Question : Is the divine SUPPORT FIELD we human beings utilise with our consciousness, 

with our personal INDIVIDUAL FREQUENCY, the same as the one in the spiritu-

al realm? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This FIELD also exists in the spiritual world. This FIELD is FLOODED with 

LIGHT there, it is positive and it isn’t perforated by negative FORCES. Remember 

that you live in a duality situation here on Earth where there is always a for and 

against, a positive and a negative, also good and evil and this perforates your power 

of thought and this ENERGY FIELD. 

 

Question : There is supposed to be a SUBSTANCE in the spiritual realm that can be trans-

formed in its shape with the power of thought. Are we talking about the neutral 

FIELD that originates from the CREATOR? 

 

EUPHENIUS: To explain this here and now and to put it into words is difficult: This FIELD is 

akin to what you term “materialisation”. It is also an ethereal SOURCE of ENER-

GY wherein THOUGHT ENERGY is accommodated. ENTITIES and FORMS can 

be changed and converted in the spiritual realm, through the activity of thoughts.  

 

Question : What does the word “JAWUS” mean? 

 

EUPHENIUS: JAWUS accounts for the ENERGY that emanates from the DIVINE SIDE in the 

spiritual realm and everything that exists in the spiritual realm is created from it. 

Look at it as the “SOURCE of NOURISHMENT” for the THOUGHTS and EN-

ERGIES of our SOULS. This FIELD, flooded in light, is to be regarded as equal to 

the JAWUS-ENERGY. 

 

Question : Can a SPIRITUAL ENTITY in the spiritual realm create life with its thoughts? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This isn’t possible. This is exclusively the prerogative of the POWERS of the 

CREATOR. Even ARCHANGELS don’t possess the power to create souls. But 

they have the opportunity to expedite these souls to their predetermined destina-

tions and planets. 

 

Question : Is the effectiveness of the power of thought coming from the spiritual realm greater 

or is it the other way around? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The ENERGIES coming from our side to the physical realm can - from a negative 

point of view - have destructive results, because you can’t apply your thought pow-

er in this form. To reverse the situation isn’t possible, because you have no oppor-

tunity to further or to damage our cause with your power of thought.   

 

Question : Can nuclear explosions and negative thought energies impair the SPHERES of the 

spiritual realm that are close to Earth? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Remember what we told you, namely that there is a BELT situated around your 

planet Earth, one that collects and stores all your thoughts and all the negative. 

Remember that this constitutes a divine LAW, namely what you sow you shall 

reap! There is always a feedback taking place on this Earth. 
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Question : LUKAS wrote that thoughts have an enormous range. How is it therefore possible 

that the thoughts of mankind on Earth can be screened? 

 

EUPHENIUS: If you try to make mental contact with us, these thoughts will arrive. It is always a 

question of what kind of thoughts arrive and how this takes place. The connection, 

that is to say, making contact with us is, from a divine point of view, a positive con-

nection that is encouraged and passed on. But we won’t allow for negative thoughts 

to enter the positive spiritual SPHERES. 

 

Objection : If thoughts are that powerful, it seems incomprehensible that thoughts can actually 

be guarded against. You virtually placed a screen against the POWER of the CRE-

ATOR. 

 

EUPHENIUS: Not the POWER of the CREATOR, because the CREATOR desires positive EN-

ERGIES and positive thoughts. What we guard against is the dark SIDE and we 

have the AUTHORISATION to keep the dark SIDE away from us. 

 

Question : How is it physically possible for a deceased person to visually appear before a liv-

ing person, is this based on the power of thoughts? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This often happens via the INNER VOICE. One often has a feeling that one is talk-

ing to a departed soul: Is someone calling?! - These are conscious attempts by 

souls, they would like to give the people left behind on Earth a hint or some consol-

ing words. There is also the opportunity, often during dreams states, to send impar-

tations and messages from the hereafter.  

   

Question : My departed mother appeared to one of my neighbours by touching her from be-

hind on the shoulder. Are these materialisations possible though the power of 

thought? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This isn’t consciously controlled. This woman didn’t consciously summons your 

mother, it was the wish of the departed to make herself visibly known to this 

neighbour, because it had not been possible for her to say goodbye. 

 

Question : Yes, that is correct; she couldn’t say her goodbyes. Why does one have to take 

special measures during materialisation meetings so that a materialisation can take 

place, if something like that can happen in broad daylight? Is seems obvious that a 

spiritual entity can materialise itself without having a materialisation medium pre-

sent.  

 

EUPHENIUS: This is possible for a short time, but doesn’t guarantee a longer stay here, because 

ethereality must be replaced by your physical matter. 

 

Question : Similar to materialisations, so-called PHANTOMS are supposed to come into be-

ing within the spiritual realm through negative thoughts. They are supposed to have 

a limited life span, but can still turn against their human creator. Is this correct? 

 

EUPHENIUS: We have to say no to this. What does exist is a dual-soul that simultaneously pro-

gresses with the soul here. This dual-soul also develops positively or negatively. 

You are the driving force behind it and you decide how the development proceeds. 

These two souls can only find each other in the HIGHER spheres. 
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Objection : I was of the opinion that the dual-soul represented an independent UNIT, one with 

its own course of development. 

 

EUPHENIUS: The development runs parallel and represents a mirror image. Remember that 

Earth also has a mirror image and that development takes place there also. Your 

dual-soul doesn’t have the opportunity to develop the way you do, because you 

play the major role. You are the driving force. You are what the CREATOR em-

bodies within you, because you are the one that carries the divine SPARK within 

you, not your dual-soul. The dual-soul has no influence on your soul and your de-

velopment. 

 

Question : Is the dual-soul an independent part of me with its own personality? 

 

EUPHENIUS: If you want to describe it like that, yes. The dual-soul develops independently, be-

cause it also has its own free will. This independence is subject to divine LAWS 

and has priority over everything. The dual-soul has its own developmental assign-

ment, otherwise a mirror image like formation and development within a duality is 

impossible. 

 

Question : Is there a thought-bridge between my soul and its double? 

 

EUPHENIUS: These PROCESSES take place on a subconscious level and is not to be influenced 

from the spiritual SIDE, because you have your free will to develop here as you 

please.  

 

Comment : One therefore does oneself a service to develop in a positive way. 

 

EUPHENIUS: That’s the meaning and the assignment here on Earth! The aim is to embody these 

two souls in one UNIT, to complete GOD’S CREATION in a divine SENSE. This 

should take place harmoniously. Because it is important at the highest LEVEL; 

namely the TRANSITION with the HIGHER SELF, so that the amalgamation of 

these soul patterns can take place. You will then enter into a great FLOW of EN-

ERGY STREAMS that consist of pure LIGHT.   

 

Participant : Assuming that somebody has developed along very negative lines. When such a 

person leaves this world and faces his dual-soul he will be horrified when he sees 

the monster he’s created.  

 

EUPHENIUS: This is his mirror image! This person looks at his mirror image and experiences his 

own self front on with all his feelings, fears and values. Human beings and their 

dual-soul can only develop together. 

 

Question : We would like to discuss thought-hygiene again. A difficult theme we would like 

to know more about. 

 

LUKAS : Yes, it is a difficult theme and above all, very hard to put into practice, because 

you, the people on Earth - apart from a few exceptions - have no idea about it and 

actually couldn’t have any ideas about it due to your incomplete education and tui-

tion in regards to these important things. 
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  (TB: Disgraceful!) 

 
  How will you ever learn to speak like ANGELS? Can you answer this for me? - If 

you don’t learn this and bridle your thoughts and learn to deliberate before you 

speak, you will deeply regret this one day and you will have to pass through a fur-

ther incarnation, until you have learned why you are here on Earth. 

 

  What do you actually do with the spiritual INDOCTRINATIONS we give you? - 

What have you learned these last days, how to handle your thoughts? - Do they still 

float about the cosmos without your conscious control, without gaining your atten-

tion? - It is also important that we don’t just give you information and that you re-

ceive KNOWLEDGE, but that you absorb this KNOWLEDGE and that you try to 

put it into practice. Your thoughts flutter unknowingly away from you without you 

realising this. You don’t know whether negative or positive. Half the time you 

don’t even perceive this! This is part of the theme of your development. It is advis-

able that we continue to talk to you in regards to this. 

 

Question : Thoughts are the channel we use to make contact with you. If this channel is con-

tinuously disturbed by negative energies, the flow of thoughts isn’t quite as PURE 

in its VIBRATIONS as it should be. Is this what you were talking about? 

 

LUKAS : Dear friend, this isn’t the actual problem, even though it is part of it. During the 

week you are sometimes dealing with such base thoughts that makes the distance 

between us grow again. But on the other hand, you would like to receive the best 

possible transmissions. How does this work? - It is as if you select a positive 

SENDER for a couple of hours midweek and then quickly tune the dial to other 

SENDERS, senders that are quite profane. We cannot come to terms with this! We 

need a solid, I repeat, a solid base, otherwise we can’t work. This would represent a 

loss to us, but it would constitute an even greater one for you. 

 

Comments : One can accomplish a lot of healing for the people on Earth with the power of 

thought. On the other hand, human beings have the free will to turn this into some-

thing negative and bring about destruction or cause illnesses -, not just for them-

selves but for others also. This once again brings karma into the picture etc. Maybe 

GOD has given human beings too much power. 

 
  (TB: Duty - duty!) 

 
LUKAS : Your free will gives you the freedom to make your own decisions. We, respectively 

the HIERARCHY, recognise from this what you actually want. It is possible for us 

to teach you the important things in life for two hours every week. But you don’t 

believe it and instead are mentally engaged with things that only astonish you after, 

disbelieving that you even dealt with something like that. 

 

 You have to learn to live in two worlds, that is to say, pursue you job and still 

stay connected with the WORLD of GOD. 

 

It will then be no surprise that you’ll always and without hesitation be able to make 

decisions that benefit yourself and others. How else can it work?  

 

Question : Does this mean that the least we deal with you mentally during the week, the more 

our contact with you is endangered? 
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LUKAS : No, not necessarily. It means that you need this connection so that you can make 

correct and positive decisions. Only with the HELP of the spiritual WORLD will 

you then be able to make decisions, for instance in regards to personnel at work, 

general decisions in regards to you profession and many other instances. Your neg-

ative thoughts stop our inspiration from reaching you and this makes you speculate 

and makes you try on your own to get a result, something that would have been a 

lot quicker with our help. 

 

Participant : Sometimes unwanted negative thoughts are present in the body that one has no 

control over. 

 

LUKAS : That’s a mistake! - These are your thoughts and you have to learn to control them. 

Because you have a hand in their coming into being. If you don’t realise that your 

thoughts are negative and could harm somebody, you are likely to express them. 

This happens to many, you’re not the only one. You must learn to realise that they 

are negative thoughts and you must block them from the onset. In a case like that 

you have to find a passing point within your thought cosmos, a stopping point. It is 

as if the points along a railway track have been rapidly switched to another direc-

tion. 

 

Participants : Unfortunately we have lost this control. What is missing is a certain level of mind-

fulness.  

 

LUKAS : This is the reason why we are here and why you are doing this work, respectively 

ought to use this work and not ask questions whether there are UFO stations in the 

Atlantic Ocean. - Recognise the difference! - Everything at its right time! - You are 

here to learn. Everybody in a different way. 

 

Participant : I would have to bite the telephone receiver many a time during the course of the 

day if I wanted to suppress negative thoughts. 

 

LUKAS : If somebody hurts your feelings and you are tempted to “bite the telephone receiv-

er” as you put it, take three deep breaths and make a SPLIT-SECOND CONNEC-

TION to GOD or CHRIST and you 

will experience a positive effect. - The other option is to ask your own GUARDI-

AN ANGEL to HELP you in the NAME of GOD. One can do that every morning. 

But it doesn’t help if you do it just the once, you have to do it all the time. Because 

if you don’t desire this CONTACT you wouldn’t be asking and our hands would be 

are tied. 

 

Question : Are we taking an important step in our own spiritual development by consciously 

dealing with one’s own thoughts?  

 
  (TB: That is correct.) 

 

LUKAS : Naturally, that’s the reason why you live here. School on Earth is one of the most 

difficult in the universe. But we didn’t bring you here, the CREATOR didn’t either, 

but you were the ones. We can only try again and again to lead you back onto the 

path you soul has chosen. Remember that these two hours every week give you a 

privilege others envy you for. You wanted it that way, some more some to a lesser 
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degree. We will never force you to continue this work. You know that. The deci-

sions are yours to make and so is your own development. 

 

Question : Is the control of one’s own power of thought the prerequisite to put the divine 

LAWS into practise? Is this why thought control has this extreme priority? 

 

LUKAS : How could you possibly put divine LAWS into practise if you’re not able to think 

divinely, that is to say, to apply your thoughts along GOD’S positive VIBRA-

TIONS? - It is impossible! - This is why this school on Earth is so important, some-

thing that cannot be pursued in the spiritual realm within such a sphere.  

 
  (TB: This is not enough.) 

 
  There have been people before you that have absolved this school and have passed 

with flying colours. There were leaders of armies amongst them who certainly 

didn’t have a religious past. It is therefore possible and not just fantasy. 

 

 Nobody is burdened with more than his or her shoulders can carry. 

 

Participant : How do you judge our attempts to learn within our circle so far? 

 

LUKAS : You are disciples on a difficult journey, but you are not difficult disciples. It gives 

us great pleasure to see that you want to progress. It produces a LIGHT in your au-

ra that gives us hope. We don’t hand out grades. There is no class register here in 

the spiritual realm. It would do more harm than good. 

 

Question : How strongly are our thoughts influenced by external things, for instance televi-

sion, newspapers etc.?  

 

LUKAS : Not only external activities influence your thoughts. You are influenced -, and you 

know it! And you still look at movies that damage your soul. What can one say to 

that? - The result of this is more thoughts created by you. This makes it possible for 

the lower REGIONS to reach you with their inspirations, which in turn will cor-

roborate these negative thoughts. You still don’t recognise this. This is your prob-

lem, but we can solve it together. Don’t believe that only you suffer from this. It in-

cludes the whole planet. You can’t distinguish between good and evil anymore and 

you have to learn to do so, otherwise you won’t recognise negative thoughts. 

 

Participant : It sometime seems that without negative thoughts one couldn’t exist in this world 

anymore. I have tried to switch these kinds of thoughts off, but that doesn’t work. 

 

LUKAS : If there weren’t any negative thoughts in this world you would have a connection 

with the WORLD of NATURE SPIRITS and a permanent CONNECTION to 

GOD. You would have paradise on Earth. A paradise like the one on METHARIA 

and other advanced planets. Do not try to stop your thoughts, because your spirit is 

active and has to be so, but the direction your power of thoughts takes is your re-

sponsibility and nobody else’s.  

 

Participant : The advice is therefore to take three deep breaths, ask for divine HELP before one 

responds. 
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LUKAS : Sometimes it’s better to say nothing at all, namely when you foreshadow only con-

flict and disharmony from your opponent. Why provoke something you know the 

result of. That’s illogical! But if you could put everything into practice already, you 

wouldn’t be here. - I hope I’ve managed to contribute something to furthering your 

association with thoughts. Do go on with it and practice it. I’m also not without 

faults, but I have learned a lot on the path I have travelled before you. Believe me, 

it is possible and the REWARD is infinitely beautiful. 

 

EUPHENIUS: We hope that the words so clearly written by LUKAS are so intensively accepted 

by you that you’ll try to put them into practice in your everyday lives. Negative 

thoughts very quickly poison your feelings and damage your soul and your 

CHRIST LIGHT within. You bear the responsibility for your being here on Earth 

and are ready to put this knowledge into practice. We hope that with our lucid 

words we were able to be of assistance in your endeavours. - We know that it takes 

more definite attention on your part to deal with these divine REALITIES. Only 

through constant repetition and by constantly stopping for revaluation will you be 

in a position to extricate yourselves from the chaos of your vocational milieu ena-

bling you to realise that one minute suffices to make a divine CONNECTION, al-

lowing you to receive the POWER, LIGHT and ENERGY you need. 

 

  You are confronted by ENERGIES here on Earth that are most powerful and very 

POWERFUL in their VIBRATIONS. You are too easily swayed by external influ-

ences and this creates negative FREQUENCIES of VIBRATIONS within you. Try 

to enter phases to secure and to promote this contact with a HIGHER WORLD 

more intensively and more consciously. 

 

 Pure thoughts are the most important building blocks to keep your feelings and 

also your body healthy and pure. 

 

Remember this and observe these words and also observe the things we offer you 

as AIDS and the messages we send you.   

 

Question : What do you mean by “enter phases”? 

 

EUPHENIUS: With phases we mean meditation and withdrawing into yourself, you own being, 

your own EGO. 

 

Question : We become ever more aware of the excellent SCHOOL we are absolving here and 

how important it is to accommodate the messages we receive from you within our-

selves.  If one attends a lecture in one of our schools that lectures according to the 

motto: fold, punch holes, staple, one can’t pass any exams. Could we suffer a simi-

lar fate once we enter the spiritual realm, if we only “record” the transmitted 

KNOWLEDGE? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This comparison lacks a little something, since you can’t relapse, because the 

CREATOR offers you new opportunities and chances all the time. 

 

 You bear a special responsibility because of your KNOWLEDGE, as you have 

consciously received the word of GOD. You belong to those souls that have di-

rect access. 
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But this doesn’t absolve the other people here on Earth, those that do not want to 

hear the WORD of GOD and cover their ears. You have an opportunity here to 

make great strides in your own development, something you can do - or maybe not. 

You possess the free will to decide whether you want to absorb and put into prac-

tice what you receive here as the INDOCTRINATION of GOD. Nobody can and 

will take this voluntary decision away from you. 

 

At the end of one’s earthly existence everybody will be faced with the result of 

their life, that is to say, everybody will become aware of what he or she has 

achieved here on Earth. Nobody can save you from this. This “account”, in inverted 

commas, will have to be squared by you personally. Every one of you has the op-

portunity to absorb the INDOCTRINATIONS and to decide for themselves wheth-

er to accept them or reject them. 

 

You are correct in saying that it can’t work like this, that we sit here, we listen and 

it was great to have heard about it and that’s the end of it. It is up to you to absorb 

this mentally and logically thereby activating and promoting the HEART and the 

CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS. We, as your TEACHERS, are only COMPANIONS 

during the short life you live here on Earth. You decide whether you will interrupt 

the wheel of reincarnation or whether you continue with it. 

 

Comment : You mentioned that we can’t relapse. But just how quickly this can happen has our 

experience with other psychic circles made quite apparent.  

 

EUPHENIUS: When I say you can’t relapse, I mean that every soul, no matter how deeply it has 

fallen, will always be intercepted and will always get a chance to enter the divine 

LIGHT. 

 

 Your soul will be judged on what you have achieved here on Earth in a divine 

SENSE and you are exposed to dangers that should not be ignored.  

 

 It is therefore important to mention these divine VIRTUES at an early age of a 

child and also point out the dangers the dark FORCES represent. 

 

Drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, all of these are influences adolescents so intensively 

consume and claim their own. Start early to heal your children’s souls so they can 

avoid all of these temptations. 

 

Question : Does GOD receive HIS information from CREATION, from the thoughts of indi-

vidual creatures throughout the universe, for instance, via the SUPPORT FIELD? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The information that flow to GOD originate from that part of you that is from GOD 

and that is the divine SPARK within you. This divine SPARK is the CARRIER of 

INFORMATION that will cross-over into the spiritual world and is perceived as 

divine TRUTH. 

 

Question : LUKAS wrote that every human being possesses an individual THOUGHT FRE-

QUENCY. Does this also apply to every creature and also to the CREATOR? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Here on Earth you are coupled to your own substance, mind, spirit, divine SPARK, 

consciousness and free will. These are all connections wherein thought is linked up. 
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 Through your various levels of consciousness and through your various indi-

vidual IMPULSES human beings have their own THOUGHT EMISSIONS.  

 

The CREATOR consists of completely different ELEMENTS and COMPOSI-

TIONS, which are difficult to explain. HE consists of pure LOVE ENERGY 

wherein a mind akin to human beings and the other mental elements I have men-

tioned are not present. The CREATOR consists of the ORIGINAL NUCLEUS of 

your CREATION NUCLEUS, which is part of you. HE is the ORIGINAL SUB-

STANCE. HE controls completely different “mechanisms”. HIS POWER of 

THOUGHT represents a different POWER than yours, because HIS POWER of 

THOUGHT is absolutely pure and HE pursues a completely different GOAL. The 

CREATOR also possesses this THOUGHT EMISSION, but it is of a different na-

ture.  

  

Question : But who is actually able to communicate with the CREATOR on HIS INDIVIDU-

AL FREQUENCY? 

 

EUPHENIUS: To make mental contact and communicate with HIM is possible for only a few 

highly placed SPIRIT ENTITIES. These higher BEINGS of LIGHT have the op-

portunity to entertain an exchange between this RECEIVER and SENDER, due to 

their ETHEREALITY and because of their heightened FREQUENCY of VIBRA-

TION. 

 

Question : Who is your PARTNER you mentally TALK to? 

 

EUPHENIUS: LIGHT ENTITIES are ranked above us and they give us lessons, they also mental-

ly transmit information to us and they support and encourage our endeavours. We 

have the chance to mentally connect with these SOURCES of ENERGY to gain 

SCHOOLING there. They are our TEACHERS. I’m also still engaged in my 

schooling and I haven’t finalised my “education” - as you might say - I say “FRE-

QUENCY of VIBRATION”, to enable me to make this LOFTY CONTACT. 

 

Question : You were talking about the anti-world. Are we dealing with a spiritual world here 

or a parallel universe? Does life in this anti-world run differently from in ours? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It is a physical / mental world, wherein development and duality exists that runs 

parallel to yours. It is a physical / mental world, because this world doesn’t exist 

for you, but represents a reflection. You would call it a “Fata Morgana”; we call it a 

“mirror image of your souls” with the potential for amalgamation, a merging of 

your divided souls. They represent two different developments, two very different 

assignments and regions. You have to regard it as a mirror image. It exists as a re-

flection of this Earth. There is also a planet Earth there. Life also develops there, so 

do souls. It is a universe, but of a different polarity. 

 

Question : The Earth is supposed to be the last domicile for the antagonist of GOD and repre-

sents the centre of negativity. Is this correct? 

 

EUPHENIUS: We can confirm this, because the Earth is the last link of a developmental chain 

wherein souls can develop to a higher level. 
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 The Earth is the lowest centre of development within the universe. 

 

From a developmental point of view your Earth is an area where, because of the 

duality, the antagonist finds nourishment. This isn’t possible on other planets, be-

cause pure divine ENERGY already exists there. Because of the law of duality here 

on Earth the opportunity exists for the antagonist to reach souls and to pull them in-

to negativity.   

 

Remember that you always have the option to weigh up on whether you want to do 

this or the other. This is your chance to decide on the path you want to chose and 

therefore have the opportunity to choose. Other planets don’t have this, because 

they are developed to a higher degree and have made the decision in a DIVINE 

SENSE long ago. The antagonist has still the opportunity to exist and to bring his 

evil power to blossom here in this world. 

 

Question : Is the anti-universe exclusively the domain of dual-souls? 

 

EUPHENIUS: If you talk about human souls, we answer this with a yes. If you talk about the 

souls of animal and plants, we have to say no. Plants and animals do exist there, 

but: 

 

 Animals and plants do not possess dual-souls. 

 

Question : Is the vegetation there the same as here with us? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Yes, otherwise growth and a mirror image wouldn’t be possible. 

 

Question : What’s the situation like in regards to natural science and research? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This invisible planet or whatever name you want to give it, I might just call it mir-

ror-planet, battles with the same problems and is confronted with the same chal-

lenges as you are here on Earth. 

 

Question : To make it even clearer: Next to the physical universe there also exists for us an 

invisible parallel universe, with inversed characteristics? 

 

EUPHENIUS: That’s correct. 

 

Question : Just how much are you influenced by our thoughts? 

 

EUPHENIUS: They continue to put new demands on us when we try to neutralise your thought so 

that we can reach you. You are surrounded by fields of thoughts that make it diffi-

cult for us to mentally link up with you. It is possible for us to mentally reach you 

and inspire you during your meditation. We have to try over again to mentally pen-

etrate your FIELD of VIBRATION. Imagine this like a shell that has to be broken 

through anew. You thoughts hardly ever come to a stop. You are coupled with your 

thoughts and feelings through your subconscious even during the night. 

 

  It is difficult to explain to you figuratively the kind of ENERGY SOURCES you 

are surrounded by. And it is also difficult to make you realise that you carry the re-

sponsibility for these ENERGY SOURCES! Namely for yourself, for your soul, for 
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your body and for your organs and for everything that makes you ill. It is difficult 

to understand that your thoughts are not free, but that these thoughts distribute 

throughout matter according to their VIBRATIONS and dock on to other thoughts 

of a similar nature. These thoughts will eventually return to the sender and the 

proverb, as you sow you will reap, certainly applies here also. It always represents 

a challenge for us LIGHT ELEMENTS to descent to you dark spheres.  

 

Question : Do you overhear every thought and every word from us? 

 

EUPHENIUS: We are connected to you through your GUARDIAN ANGELS and the SPIRIT 

ENTITIES around you. We only receive information and IMPULSES, which are 

relevant to our work and to our divine ASSIGNMENT.  

 

Question : Does the personal GUARDIAN ANGEL filter the thoughts of his or her protégé of 

its own accord or does this only happen according to the protégé’s wishes? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This can happen in various ways. What happens most of the time is that people, 

souls are not the least concerned with the kind of thoughts they send out. 

 

 It is the assignment of the GUARDIAN ANGEL to encourage, support and in-

spire the soul so that it will journey along the DIVINE PATH. This connection 

is very close and it can therefore happen that the GUARDIAN ANGEL will 

send out information of his or her own accord. 

 

Question : Does the filtering work in such a way that the GUARDIAN ANGEL withholds 

especially negative thoughts of the protégé? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is not his assignment. It would make the GUARDIAN ANGEL intervene in 

the DIVINE PLAN, giving you an opportunity to regenerate everything through the 

GUARDIAN ANGEL. The GUARDIAN ANGEL has the opportunity to trigger 

IMPULSES within your conscience and indicate misbehaviour. 

 

Comment : If we consider all the things we think about, human beings mentally pollute their 

environment something terrible. 

 

EUPHENIUS: If you like to call it that, it is mass-pollution. The planet is also damaged by your 

thought energies! You should become aware of the fact that thought energy can 

trigger destruction and illnesses.  

 

Question : To what degree is the human world of thought manipulated by otherworldly spirit 

entities, something the individual person cannot change, something he or she is at 

the mercy of? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The human soul bears responsibility only for itself and has the majestic obligation 

to worry only about itself. Manipulations from spirit entities do not play a decisive 

role. 

 

Objection : But some of these manipulations can lead to psychiatric complications. 
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EUPHENIUS: Spirit entities do not interfere with thought processes right from the beginning. If a 

human soul is already at a stage where the DOOR to these negative souls is open, a 

thought violation of the highest degree must have occurred before. 

 

Question : We have heard from you just how important thought-hygiene is. What is the best 

way to heighten one’s ability to concentrate and above all, one’s awareness in re-

gards to evil thoughts? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is an important question! It is difficult, because a human being is a creature of 

habit, one that falls easily prey to mechanical behaviourism if confronted with repe-

titions. One’s ability to concentrate and one’s ability to perceive thoughts a little 

better has to begin with a first step, namely by actually becoming aware just what 

powerful ENERGY SOURCES thoughts really are. Once one has become accus-

tomed to the first step, one takes the second step and it entails the realisation that 

one can do a lot of damage, but also accomplish a lot of good with such thought 

waves. 

 

 During the day one should try to reflect for a moment a certain number of 

times: What has taken place in regards to thoughts in my case?    

 

Remember that thoughts flow forever. You are never without thought! The fact is 

that you possess a SENDER that continuously transmits information. You can sup-

port this power of thought positively with your heart and request that you can re-

ceive information from the DIVINE SIDE that will make you aware when misde-

meanours and flawed thought processes appeared, giving you the opportunity to 

mentally neutralise these thoughts and to convert them into positive ENERGIES. 

 

 It is possible to change thoughts with divine POWER, if they flow from a pure 

heart and full of divine LOVE. 

 

We realise that it is very hard for you to stop a number of times for a minute during 

your daily routine and to dedicate a minute to DIVINITY. You find it hard to allow 

these minutes to flow into your day-consciousness. We know that this is can only 

be achieved through a solid inner attitude and by anchoring it within like eating and 

drinking your body needs. This can only happen through your firm determination 

to change something in a divine SENSE. - Once you are ready to put this into prac-

tise you’ll receive all the SUPPORT and everything we can possibly give you to 

consolidate your resolve step by step, so that you can put into practise the things 

you have mentally resolved to do. 

 

Objection : Even if one notices negative thought processes taking place within, they can’t 

simply be cancelled. A word is not a sparrow. Once a word is spoken it can’t be re-

captured. 

 

EUPHENIUS: You can request that these words are dissolved through higher LEVELS. We can’t 

answer the question of just how successful this will be. You have the opportunity to 

get the ball rolling. The CREATOR will then decide if these thought energies will 

be altered, based on whether you really mean this with a pure heart.    

 

Question : Is such dissolution of thoughts equal to the forgiving of sins? 
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EUPHENIUS: If you want to apply the translation of the bible “and your sins will be forgiven”, 

you can parenthesise this thought energetic transformation there. 

 

Question : Under what conditions can a telepathic connection between man and spirit entity 

come about? 

 

EUPHENIUS: To this we would like to say that it depends on how far advanced you are in your 

personal development. We are only successful in making telepathic contact with 

those souls who are willing to work in a divine SENSE and who are willing to 

make some changes to their personality. This entails the observation and the put-

ting into practise of divine LAWS and the realisation that, as divine REPRE-

SENTATIVES, we are also prepared to work with you as human beings. 

 

Question : To what a degree does the present day’s superabundance of stimuli affect our brain 

in regards to negative thought processes? 

 

EUPHENIUS: All external stimuli have an effect on your thoughts, your feelings and your body. 

Every stimulation triggers a variety of sensations and sources of stimulations the 

body reacts to. It is a matter of course that brutal films stir up your emotions differ-

ently than a prayer or Church music for instance. Remember, is it like a chain that 

is linked together, somewhere a link is tapped and this makes the other links vibrate 

in unison. But it can also be external stimuli, whereby the body reacts to mental 

ENERGIES, so that heart-aches, stomach-aches and intestinal aches appear. All of 

these represent CATEGORIES of ENERGY that oscillate in harmony, because in 

your physical world you mainly consist of fluid elements allowing IMPULSES of 

VIBRATIONS to reach everywhere.    

 

Question : A psychological journal reported that little children were covering their eyes when 

they saw brutal films on television. Ten years later, these same children sat quite 

apathetically in front of their television sets licking their ice creams whilst bloody 

and brutal scenes were shown on television. How can such a change be explained? 

 

EUPHENIUS: These negative VIBRATIONS bring about changes within the body. Imagine a 

sheet of ice, the colder it gets the thicker the ice grows. The feelings still present 

become weaker and weaker and these souls loose their ability to distinguish be-

tween good and evil. They loose their moral foundation and they loose the ability 

to hear the WORDS of their HEART. They loose contact with the reality of life and 

they loose themselves, because they are not in contact with their own self through 

the divine SPARK and their HEART. 

 

Question : There are suppositions that because of the superabundance of stimuli our brains are 

undergoing a phase of restructuring. Because of the onset of changes within our 

genes, the next generation is supposed to be afflicted by this. Can you verify this? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It could certainly be the case that the brain also consists of waves, so that changes 

in the development of the brain can develop. But we can’t answer this here with 

any certainty. 

 

Question : Notable doctors expressed the opinion that they have never found a soul within the 

brain, respectively within the body of a patient they operated on. It is astonishing 
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just how much nonsense academics can utter. - What is the function of the physical 

brain of man? This has still not been clarified. 

 

EUPHENIUS: This will remain a secret for quite some time, because you are presently aware of 

only an insignificant part of the brain. The brain contains memory centres that take 

over the control of the five senses you consciously apply. You couldn’t move your 

feet without the brain and you couldn’t speak or activate your physical body. You 

are presently not able to activate the other senses within your brain. If you could do 

so, you would experience terrible visions here on Earth. 

 

Question : Where do we find the SELF, respectively the soul? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The soul is with the divine SPARK and is coupled with the other elements like: 

heart, consciousness, mind, spirit, feelings and the ability to perceive oneself as a 

human being.  

 

 The soul is outside of the physical body and not within the physical arena. 

 

Question : Psychiatry knows of pathological forms of an extremely capable memory and calls 

it insanity. What is differed with these people compared to the existing norm? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Many of these illnesses have opened a DOOR and have developed abilities that are 

undesirable here on Earth. These changes of character, as you call them, cross 

BOUNDARIES that cannot be acknowledged by the mind nor can they be seen, 

heard or felt. These people cross BOUNDARIES that are not reserved for every-

body. ELEMENTS have come into being - whatever instruments might have 

brought them about - which are well hidden within the brain of most people.  

 

  These BOUNDARIES are also crossed because of drug abuse and excessive alco-

hol consumption and pictures and visions are conjured up that might be positive as 

well as negative. When it become apparent it shows exactly where this soul is truly 

at HOME. It is possible to cross these BOUNDARIES through drugs. In the case of 

the mentally disturbed or mentally ill it is evoked through the high sensibility of the 

soul. 

 

Question : How do exaggerated fears developed? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Fears have various causes, sometimes they’re of karmic origin, and sometimes they 

are projections of feelings and mental energies that are activating these symptoms 

of fear. Fears can also be caused and activated by external experiences. Fears have 

a variety of origins. 

 

Question : The source of a lot of knowledge stored within the human soul remains a mystery. 

The deep-psychology of C.C. Jung called it “collective unconscious”, also the 

available knowledge of everybody within a specific cultural region, so-called “ar-

chetypes”, for instance: heroes, dragons, angels etc. Our soul seems to be aware of 

all of this already. This is why we understand the imagery of sagas and myths 

without having to learn them. Most of the time our soul knows well before our head 

what this imagery is supposed to represent. Is there a “species memory” where all 

the knowledge from the past is recorded and inherited down the line and therefore 

lives on in the deeper levels of consciousness of later generations? 
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EUPHENIUS: To this we would like to say that, as souls, you have lived through many reincarna-

tions and that you have these feelings and archival imagery within you. The soul is 

the store of everything that you bring with you in regards to past experience and all 

of that, which gives you your character. 

 

 The soul records all feelings, all experiences and all original knowledge. This 

is coupled with the Akashic-record and it forms the original source of all 

knowledge of this Earth with this connection.   

 

Question : Does this mean that every person carries this Akashic-record within? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It represents a PLACE of STORAGE outside of yourself, where your soul can 

move to through your IMPULSES. 

 

Question : Does the Akashic-record record everything right from the beginning of time? 

 

EUPHENIUS: That’s correct, right from the beginning of time. 

 

Question : Could it possibly be that man can’t learn anything new, but when seeking 

knowledge only remembers past experiences, collected over billions of year, some-

thing the soul has always been aware of? 

 

EUPHENIUS: If that was the case, your assignment and also our assignment wouldn’t exist. What 

could we possibly communicate to you, if your weren’t here to learn and to change 

things? It would go against the mission of the LORD and against all the reasons 

why the Earth exists and why you are here on Earth to begin your learning process. 

 

Comment : Could you reopen these memory channels for us? 

 

EUPHENIUS: The soul would stop to strive for purity, but would be affected by all the experienc-

es and all the negative that is rooted within you. 

 

 The purpose of this EDUCATION is to cleanse that inner SPARK and the soul 

from all the negative that has accompanied you. 

 

Question : Is it true that in the past people were androgynous? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Yes, the separation was brought about by the dual-soul. As souls you were parted 

to do justice to every part of you. This is why the amalgamation of both soul parts 

is to be aspired to. 

 

Question : Do men have a female and females have a male dual-soul? 

 

EUPHENIUS: That’s correct. At the beginning of mankind here on Earth, with the start of the 

history of mental development, the union of male and female parts was available. 

GOD changed this, because it was important that the soul was split into a male and 

female part, to create the opportunity for souls the incarnate anew here on Earth.  

 

  The dual-soul represents a mirror image of you. If you happened to be male here on 

Earth, your dual-soul in the anti-world is female. This doesn’t mean that this 
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male/female situation is set for all times, because you, as one part of the soul, will 

also get the chance to experience your female elements and live as a woman on 

Earth. Otherwise there would only be a purely male and a purely female part of the 

soul during the amalgamation. A blending of all female and male dispositions 

should come about instead.   

 

Question : There are male and female characteristics in everybody. Therefore the ratio within 

a man is supposed to be about 2/3 male and 1/3 female and the rate is reversed in a 

woman. Can you verify this? 

 

EUPHENIUS: From your dual-soul, your male energies oscillate within you, because you are 

mentally connected to one another and you therefore receive energetic ELE-

MENTS of VIBRATION from the other side. I wouldn’t go as far as stipulating 

concrete parts of either one, because many women have a lot of male characteris-

tics. Remember that this makes your problem with “gays and lesbians” - as you cal 

them - more apparent. 

 

Question : I haven’t quite grasped your explanations about the dual-soul in the anti-world. Can 

you write a little more about this? 

 
  (TB: Oh, this is difficult to explain.) 

 

LUKAS : What exactly would you like to know? 

 

Question : Is it really true that the dual-soul is in the so-called anti-world? 

 

LUKAS : Not all, but many. - The anti-world is a world like yours, that is to say, also a uni-

verse, respectively more than one universe. Let’s call this another mega-creation. 

Your mega-creation is the physical world. The anti-world consists of the same mat-

ter, of physical particles that are the complete opposite polarity of your physical 

matter. The result is that these two mega-creations repel each other. It’s compara-

ble to two magnets with their positive poles opposing each other. But in the case of 

the mega-creation, we are dealing with monopoles, which do not exist in this shape 

in your world.  

 

  The creatures in that world are people with a soul and they are dealing with the 

same problems you do. They too are trying to reach you, respectively to grasp the 

physical. They also have the same problems when they try to reach you. How could 

it be different, because they are inspired by the same spiritual realm, respectively 

led astray by it. The spiritual world of the anti-universe is therefore also the spiritu-

al WORLD of matter. It is the same spiritual realm. The separation of the human 

soul into two parts brought about a duality and therefore also a separate develop-

ment, but pursuing the same GOAL.  

 

Comment : It is hard to imagine this. 

 

LUKAS : My dear lady friend, let’s try it with a parable. It is only a comparison: Imagine an 

egg with two separate yolks, enveloped by the albumen and to finish it off, the all-

encasing shell: 

 

 The two separate yolks symbolise the physical world and the anti-world. 
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 The albumen encasing both yolks represents the spiritual realm, the so-called 

hereafter. 

 

 But the shell, which holds everything together, is the spiritual POWER of the 

CREATOR. 

 

Question : What is the purpose of these two opposing mega-creations? 

 

LUKAS : In the first instance, to take duality into account, because after the fall from GOD’S 

grace, duality came into being. In the second instance, enormous repulsive forces 

between the physical and the anti-material mega-creation develop. These energies 

are utilised by other inhabitants of the universe as a source of energy. A source of 

energy that is inexhaustible! 

 
  (TB: We hold fast to the old agreement.) 

 

Question : If the aim is to reunite the separated parts of the soul, wouldn’t it be advantageous 

to make mental contact with one’s own dual-soul? Would this strengthen the de-

velopment onto a mutual level? 

 

LUKAS : No, that is not the purpose. Because just like you here, this soul is also a student of 

LIGHT or unfortunately also a student of darkness. How can the blind lead the 

blind? - Both souls need the INDOCTRINATIONS from the SPHERES of LIGHT. 

 

Question : What effect has the Age of Aquarius on the thoughts of people? 

 

LUKAS : Very differently, because the ELEVATION of VIBRATION begins, that is to say, 

the solar system once again approaches the great CENTRAL SUN. Many souls, 

subjected to the influences of the dark SIDE cannot deal with these VIBRATIONS. 

- Others that think positive feel an inexplicable feeling of dizziness. Others become 

extremely sensitised, that is to say, they sometimes don’t understand their own re-

actions, something they reproach themselves after. It is a time of upheaval and all 

of you are part of it. 

 
  (TB: Correct.) 

 

Question : You said that negative thoughts cause illnesses and that not everything can be ex-

plained away with karma. Why is it that so many babies and small children fall ill? 

 

LUKAS : These little souls, full of positive and new ideas, born into the Earth’s sphere some-

time fall ill because of their own parents, through environmental influences, 

through your unspeakable mass media and through INFLUENCES that sail around 

your world within a DARK CLOUD. It can certainly be the case that karma is not 

always to blame. On the contrary - especially on Earth, karma is to be regarded as 

something that is more in the background here on Earth.  

 
  (TB: So small.) 

  

  Those that arrive here on Earth from the harmony of the spiritual realm are fighting 

to keep their wits about them. Even a small child, usually regarded as dumb and in-

experienced -, but that is a mistake! 
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Comment : This explains a number of reactions shown by babies after they’re born. 

 

LUKAS : Yes, it is this VIBRATION that rushes in on these little souls. Just imagine the 

situation, your are lying well protected in a warm bed and suddenly you wake up in 

a basin of cold water. 

 

Question : Can one assume that the quality of someone’s thoughts is on par with their charac-

ter? 

 

LUKAS : As inside so outside! 

 

 Question : Can one say that thoughts could be man’s best friend but also his worst enemy?  

 

LUKAS : Thoughts are your “teachers”. They guide you onto the correct path but also lead 

you astray. All of this is controlled by your mind, which offers you the opportunity 

to choose, to choose between good or evil. This is why one can’t really say it like 

that. 

 

Objection : This would indicate that a positively thinking person, one that is always obliging 

and friendly in dealing with others, could lead a life devoid of problems and ill-

nesses. But I knew people this certainly applied to and they still died of cancer ear-

ly in life. 

 
  (TB: Able to learn.) 

 
LUKAS : This certainly happens. There are also some positive souls that cannot deal with 

events and VIBRATIONS they encounter. They happen to be VIBRATIONS that 

are totally opposed to their own character and they don’t protect themselves against 

them. Therefore very positive people can go to go to rack and ruin because of their 

own developing thoughts, respectively their way of thinking, even thou they were 

always very positive and polite when dealing with other people. The reason for 

this: With all their LOVE for others they forgot about themselves. 

 

Question : If there was no separation between the spheres of the spiritual realm based on 

FREQUENCY, could souls evoke a chaos because of the characteristic diversity of 

their power of thoughts? Can one for instance create buildings in the spiritual realm 

with one’s power of thought? 

 

EUPHENIUS: Thoughts represent the link between the ELEMENTS of LIGHT, ENTITIES and 

everything the CREATOR endowed with a soul. Thoughts represent the opportuni-

ty to make contact from one sphere to another and allow contact outside of the 

spheres, just like telepathy. 

 

 There are spheres where the power of thought can be utilised to create some-

thing. But this it not the aim and not the demand of the CREATOR, on just how 

the power of thought ought to be applied. 

 

There are souls here on Earth that can, after some intensive training, move objects 

with the power of thought. In certain spheres, such elements (houses) can mentally 

emerge through the power of thought. These mental constructions are pseudo-
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constructions. They are not physical, but are comparable to a Fata Morgana in the 

desert. It doesn’t exist but is only a mirage. 

 

Thoughts are STREAMS of ENERGY originating from the CREATOR and they’re 

supposed to be applied for important ASSIGNMENTS. We exist as SOURCES of 

LIGHT and are not perceived in any shape. We are flowing, energetic STREAMS 

of LIGHT and we cannot be perceived in any kind of limited silhouette anymore. 

 

Question : In what environment do you find yourselves? What kind of landscapes do exist 

where you are? 

 

EUPHENIUS: We live in a sea of LIGHT, of ENERGIES, of VIBRATIONS and SOURCES of 

LIGHT. We don’t walk through meadows full of flowers. We live in an energetic 

FORCE FIELD.  

 

Participant : Looking at it from my limited view I do not find this a condition to aspire to. 

 

EUPHENIUS: Free yourself from the mental image that arises from your feelings. Remember: 

when you meditate, you also have energetic SOURCES of LIGHT before your eyes 

and COLOURS and LIGHT change your feelings and your inner values. Your feel-

ings signal an especially positive feeling within you when you experience congen-

ial SOUNDS, congenial RESONANCE’S, LIGHT and eventually energetic VI-

BRATIONS. This is a part of the sphere we live in. And these are the VIBRA-

TIONS we send down to your physical worlds. 

 

Objection : WHITE EAGLE said:” Around you - hidden from your external senses - extends a 

wonderful garden, the infinite, eternal garden of the spiritual WORLD. From this 

higher SPHERE of LIFE, with its beauty, its peace and the LOVE of its inhabit-

ants, we approach you and your physical existence very closely to help you”. This 

contradicts your statement that you live in an “energetic FORCE FIELD”. 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is no contradiction, but entails that we, as beings, reach a level of conscious-

ness that closely approaches the LEVEL of the MESSENGERS of LIGHT. We 

live, - mind you, as spiritual FRIENDS her on this SIDE - in an energetic DO-

MAIN, one that has left physical yardsticks behind. We have reached such a LEV-

EL that we don’t exist in this SPHERE anymore, but have managed to free our-

selves from its limitations. - We are familiar with this SPIRIT GUIDE and we’re 

aware of his activities here on Earth. What WHITE EAGLE was saying was that 

you, as positive entities leaving this Earth, will be accommodated in such 

SPHERES. - WHITE EAGLE is certainly also in a position to discard this limita-

tion and this physical cloak. He isn’t bound to such SPHERES, but has made it 

clear to you what you can expect when passing over into the spiritual WORLD. 

 

Question : What can you tell us about the so-called “Land of Summer”, that is supposed to be 

situated in the spiritual WORLD? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This is an ethereal LEVEL, one that is very much like your Earth in regards to 

landscapes, only more ethereal, brighter, lighter, clearer and more colourful. We, as 

BEINGS of LIGHT, do not need this physical space structure anymore. Our transi-
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tion leads away from physical silhouettes and limitations. We are freely floating 

ELEMENTS of LIGHT. 

 

Question : There are thought energies that make pre-recognition, a foreboding of coming 

events, possible. How does this operate? 

 

EUPHENIUS: This thought energy is a link in a chain, where inspirational thoughts - precognition 

- on behalf of spiritual FORCES, influence the process of your thoughts. These 

forebodings are relayed on behalf of the spiritual realm. Just how far your power of 

thought is able to accept and to include these forebodings into the sequence of your 

thoughts process is up to you. 

   
  (TB: Diligence.) 

 

Question : What does the ability to accept forebodings depend upon? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It depends on the degree of willingness on your part to open up for all the things 

that are outside of your five senses and outside of your own human capabilities. 

Only then will you be in a position to consciously perceive this, once you’re ready 

to accept this. Children and also animals have a - in inverted commas - “healthy” 

intuition and feeling for dangers and for negative VIBRATIONS, because they 

have retained their CONNECTION with the spiritual realm and with us ENTITIES. 

 

Question : What part does the power of thought play in psycho-kinetics, that is to say, in the 

physical influencing of matter? In haunting for instance, when physical objects are 

elevated by spirits.  

 

EUPHENIUS: This is one of the easiest potentialities for us to gain your attention, because we are 

in a position to subjugate matter. 

 

Question : Do mediums have to be present to trigger these phenomena? 

 

EUPHENIUS: It takes souls that have the ability to disengage their mind, so that we can utilise 

their abilities to the fullest. These spirit entities depend on you as human beings to 

achieve this. The way we are dependent on mediums here so that we can talk to 

you, because we have no opportunity to reach you via your hearing, we are so ethe-

real that you can’t perceive us through your eyes, ears and also not via your sense 

of feeling.  

 

Objection : But there is the ability of clairaudience or clairvoyance. 

 

EUPHENIUS:  But not everybody can do this. It takes mediums or souls that are ready to open up 

to the spiritual WORLD, giving us the opportunity to make contact with you. 

 

Question : There is a method of mentally perceiving things over a distance, the so-called 

“technical remote viewing”. It is supposed to be possible for secret services to gain 

specific information with the help of the power of thought of special mediums. 

What is interesting is that this method can only be employed voluntarily without 

coercion. Why would something like that be even allowed? 
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EUPHENIUS: Remember that many mediums don’t necessarily work on behalf of divine TRUTH, 

but consciously employ their talents in such a way. All of this comes down to free 

will. This can happen. It is a question of how much longer the person we’re talking 

about will retain his or her abilities. Some time ago you asked a question about the 

magician Uri Geller. He also lost his abilities when he began to falsely apply his 

god given LEGACY. Many mediums began to act under a divine ASSIGNMENT. 

But somewhere along the line they chose a different direction and GOD took away 

their psychic abilities. 

 

Question : In the book “Aus der Akasha-Chronik” (From the Akashic-records), a book by 

Rudolf Steiner that’s quite difficult to read, there is a lot of information in regards 

to dual-souls. Is the content of this book the TRUTH?4 

 

EUPHENIUS: The author received his information from the spiritual realm. You can recommend 

this information and his book without reservations. These are important elements 

that will help you recognise just who you are and why you are the way you are. 

This is an important book of knowledge and it should be passed on to people that 

are willing to look inside their heart and soul.  

 

Question : We would like to conclude our questions on this theme for the time being. - We 

intend to formulate addenda to all the themes, when additional corresponding ques-

tions are presented. From our catalogue of themes we have selected the theme 

“Working with LIGHT” for our next assignment. The compilation of questions to 

this theme will not be all that easy. Should we include spiritual healing (psychic 

healing)? 

 

EUPHENIUS: First of all we would like to thank you for the fact that the answers we have given 

you here do not just remain within this circle, helping you to grow, but that you 

make it accessible to other souls that also have a personal interest in their spiritual 

development. We thank you for your time and for your ENERGY, which you are 

willing to give us, so that we can work with you. 

 

  In closing this theme, we would like to inform you that these thoughts we given to 

you come from the CREATOR so that you have an opportunity to reach us 

TEACHERS in the spiritual realm. Above everything else, these thoughts are 

scheduled on behalf of the CREATOR, so that you can create a mental bridge be-

tween your physical world and the SPIRITUAL WORLD. 

 

 Thoughts are a PRESENT and a GIFT of GOD that you should guard and pro-

tect. Make sure that these thoughts are not placed in the hands of the dark 

SIDE. 

 

 
4 Steiner, Rudolf, born in Kraljevica (Croatia) 27.2.1861, died in Dornach 30.3.1925, Austrian anthroposophist.  Separated from the Theosophical 

Society in 1913 and founded the Anthroposophistical Society and the Goetheanum. 

 
Anthroposophy  [Greek] Indoctrination of world ideology, founded by Rudolf Steiner after his breal with Theosophy  6 in 1913. Anthroposophy 

regards the world to be in a state of incremental development, something man has to understand to be able to attain higher mental abilities and 

transcendental knowledge; influenced by christian, indian, gnostic and kabbalistic thought. Anthroposophy exercices a considerable influence on 
the “Freie Waldorfschulen” that were founded by the Anthroposophistical Society.  

 

Theosophy  [Greek] A religiously motivated view of the world that endeavours to ascend to a higher level of truth via philosophy, theology and 
othere sciences to reach the highest possible ethics and perfection of being.      
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  You ought to prepare the theme “Working with LIGHT”. It would be good if you 

wouldn’t include the theme: “Spiritual healing”, because it represents an extra 

theme, which deserves special attention. Once you’re ready to deal with this theme, 

you will also find the appropriate questions to it. You will receive your prompts 

and your information. Open up with all your heart and you’ll receive information 

for your questions. These questions develop within you and grow with you. 

  
Steiner, Rudolf, born in Kraljevica (Croatia) 27.2.1861, died in Dornach 30.3.1925, Austrian anthroposophist.  Separated from the Theosophical 

Society in 1913 and founded the Anthroposophistical Society and the Goetheanum. 5 

Anthroposophy  [Greek] Indoctrination of world ideology, founded by Rudolf Steiner after his breal with Theosophy  6 in 1913. Anthroposophy 
regards the world to be in a state of incremental development, something man has to understand to be able to attain higher mental abilities and 

transcendental knowledge; influenced by christian, indian, gnostic and kabbalistic thought. Anthroposophy exercices a considerable influence on 

the “Freie Waldorfschulen” that were founded by the Anthroposophistical Society.  

Theosophy  [Greek] A religiously motivated view of the world that endeavours to ascend to a higher level of truth via philosophy, theology and 

othere sciences to reach the highest possible ethics and perfection of being.      

 

  You are a part of the WHOLE and you will consciously and ever more consciously 

journey towards FUSION. We hope that you will successfully look inside your 

hearts and maintain your connection with us. May LOVE, harmony and the need 

for inner PEACE be at your side. We wish you a lot of LIGHT and sunshine in 

your hearts. May your thoughts grow wings and encourage you to look in the right 

direction. Look at your mirror image and you’ll recognise yourselves.  

 

Participant : We thank you for all the answers to our questions and for your untiring HELP and 

FRIENDSHIP. 

 

EUPHENIUS: We have to thank you, for the LIGHT in your HEART and for your divine LIGHT 

you emanate. We also thank you for your interesting questions. Please ask a few 

additional, pertinent questions. We hope we can do you justice and transmit the an-

swers in their entirety. 

 

 Test your thoughts of an evening and just check for once, how often you have 

failed to journey on GOD’S PATH. 

   

  Try to build up some self-protection with this self-control, so that not as many 

thought-deviations take place.  

 

 Pure thoughts make for a positive outlook on life and a MORE VIBRANT EM-

ANATION. 

 

It is important to sharpen your views in regards to the essence of this work. It isn’t 

good enough that you just sit here at the table and receive these messages from our 

side, from the divine WORLD, and not attempt to put them into practice, step by 

step. Remember that you carry the responsibility for yourselves, for your fate and 

for your karma. Ignorance doesn’t protect you from having to look back on the life 

you led and from having to foot the bill, once you’re in the spiritual realm. All of 

you here have, through our messages and also through being able to ask questions 

here, a chance to expand your spiritual ARENA and to receive an ASSIGNMENT 

and GOD’S REQUESTS. It is not enough to sit back and say: “I have done my 

part.” 

 

 It is not enough that you print these messages on paper and that they will simp-

ly be forgotten! 
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We have now been working for half a year and I’m pleased to see the enthusiasm 

that comes from you. By looking at your souls I can see that you are ready to re-

ceive the WORDS of GOD and to listen to the WORD of GOD. But you allow 

yourselves to be distracted from this divine PATH during your everyday lives. 

We’re aware that it is difficult to live in a divine SENSE in the LIGHT of GOD 

here on Earth. Our request to you is that you live your life in the divine SENSE of 

GOD, mindfully and consciously.  

 

We know that you have learned a lot about divine LAWS. We also know that they 

are difficult to put into practice here on Earth in this man made chaos. But remem-

ber that you have the opportunity here to contribute a little and to make a small dif-

ference. Every conscious, positive thought process, initiating positive ENERGIES 

to VIBRATE and attracting other positive ENERGIES, drives a WEDGE of 

LIGHT into the darkness on Earth. 

 

 Recognising that negative thoughts not only have a damaging effect for this 

planet, but also causes damage to you as soul entities, should, under normal 

circumstances, be enough impetus for you to deal with your thoughts on a more 

conscious level.   

 

  We hope that you will begin to absorb these divine MESSAGES consciously and 

responsibly, to make them more consciously aware within your soul at first. You 

suppress a lot. Your spirit is lively and active, but unfortunately doesn’t perceive 

everything. You find it hard to put it into practice and GOD’S GUIDANCE seems 

to disappear as the week passes. The time for the ANCHOR HOOKS we place here 

within these two hours seems too small a time until the next sitting. Try to create a 

divine PATH from one meeting to the next and endeavour to put into practice a 

part, a minute part of what we have talked about over the last six month. Remem-

ber: 

 

 Only through the awakening of your consciousness will it be possible to journey 

on a divine PATH into the positive SPIRITUAL REALM. 

 

We attempt to always be with you, to help you and to encourage you through inspi-

ration. But you, as human beings from Earth, must make a start, so that we can ac-

complish our work in the SERVICE of GOD. All of us assembled here wish you 

LIGHT and also KNOWLEDGE, so you will understand what these words entail. 

We hope that a seed will geminate so that a small plant can develop from it. You 

will always have the opportunity to ask additional questions and to receive explana-

tions from us. We depend on your thoughts and your questions, because we can on-

ly reach a small section of mankind on this planet. We hope that this protocol be-

comes a model-protocol for our next assignment with you. 

 

We would like to bring this theme to a close. We thank you for your patience and 

for the time you are prepared to spend to make contact with us. Become aware that 

we will always and any time be prepared to make mental contact with you, to help 

you and to support you, with all the things you can’t progress with and need HELP 

with. But please don’t expect any miracles! Our hands are also tied in many cases, 

but we stand by you and accompany you on your journey. 
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 Try to control your thoughts more consciously and to give your thoughts more 

attention. 

 

We know that this is a long journey and a slow process, but even little steps ad-

vance you a little bit forward. In the NAME of GOD we wish you a blessed and 

harmonious time and we are looking forward to our next meeting. 

 

 Please continue with your meditations! They are important, they will help us to 

make ADJUSTMENTS, which will couple you, respectively your spirit, even 

stronger to us and in return, the messages will become even more accurate. 

 

EUPHENIUS and the TEAM 

 

Words from WHITE EAGLE: 

 

You might be a little anxious and you ask yourself if you are acting correctly. To respond to this 

we tell you that one thing is certainly correct - and that is to commit yourself to the heavenly FA-

THER-MOTHER-GOD with LOVE and trust. Live your life in complete trust in the MIGHT that 

has taken you under its WING. Through calm and easeful breathing - through the Odem of divine 

LIFE - you can calm your thoughts and feelings. Consciously breathe in LIGHT and vital LIFE 

and breathe it out blessing all life. This divine ODEM, the divine FIRE within your heart will give 

you strength. If you practice this form of breathing on a regular basis, you will recharge and re-

fresh yourself and will not know tiredness anymore. 

 

 The secret of life is to live it within the consciousness of infinite LOVE and LIGHT and to live 

for the spirit and not for the physical. 

 Live within the consciousness of the LIGHT and be assured that everything heads towards 

perfection.      

 

 


